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From the Principal

Mr Simon Leese

But there is probably another reason. The
Swiss have the highest average wealth of any
country in the world. It is a great deal easier to
be satisfied with the status quo when you are
comfortable. Not everyone is so fortunate.
Education should aim to ensure young people
are exposed to society’s realities, whether
locally or overseas. They also need to see how
real influence is exerted. Elected governments
do not, as is widely believed, run countries; the
democratic model looks good, but influences
outside politics, big industry, finance and
the media, have unseen leverage. The media
in particular can direct the course of public
opinion with ease, and we should train all
young people to realise how this affects them.
Relative prosperity across the globe has a
profound impact.

Increasingly
mystified by the political
landscape in the UK, I was reassured there
was some other way to run a country when
I listened to a brief introduction to Swiss
government. Their politicians are ‘part
time’; they have other occupations, so are
not completely dependent on their position
in parliament. The general population can
also challenge law change, by requesting
a referendum - the country has many of
them. The argument is that for these and
other reasons, the Swiss have a high level
of confidence in their government - not
something too many will express in the UK at
present!

Malaysia was described as a ‘developing
country’ on the radio today, in an item
about the refusal of the environment
minister to allow the landing of containers
of misrepresented waste from abroad
(largely the UK) for supposed ‘recycling’ by
unregulated operators. The point made was
that it would simply divert to poorer countries
- and, as here, much of the low value waste
would simply be burned or dumped. Seen
globally, there is no total environmental
solution, other than ‘developed’ countries
producing less waste in the first place.
Another item claimed 40% of all ocean waste
is attributed to the fishing industry - it was

suggested ‘if you want to be trendy, refuse a
plastic straw in Starbucks; if you want to make
a difference, stop eating fish.’ A more sensible
approach might be tackling the working habits
of fishing industry……
But amongst all these apparently insuperable
issues, we have the voices of the young
as noted in the last Pulse. I hope we can
encourage and support our young people
to lobby, to protest, to engage in changing
attitudes, rather than token displays of good
intentions. We have a new shopping complex
rapidly emerging on Botanica - could it be
‘different’?
We are looking forward to a busy day tomorrow
(Saturday) with our Open Day and Year 10
parents’ meetings. During my presentation, I
will of course refer to our recent fee increases,
and will be happy to share some background
information with any of our parents attending.
The advertising for the event has included a
large scale display sign (continued on pg2)

Photo Gallery - Year 9 Hiking Trip to Cameron Highlands

see pg 5
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(From the Principal Cont.) in Gurney Plaza; I
didn’t know it was planned, I haven’t actually
seen it myself, and I don’t need to. Sufficient
to say friends, relatives, and many former
students and parents have had a field day
on social media at my expense, with several
references to my image appearing above an
advertisement for tyres, spare and others.
Thank you to them all.
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COBIS Student
Achievement Awards 2019

COBIS
Young
Scientist Film
Awards 2019
Ms Laura Richardson

From left: Sein Ju, Christopher Lim and Rei Onishi

Each year, COBIS member schools are invited
to nominate outstanding members of their
community for recognition. This year awards
were made to the following:

The Young Scientist Film Awards is a science
competition run every year by COBIS in
partnership with the National Physical
Laboratory (NPL) in London. Over the first two
terms of the year key stage 3 students have
been spending some of their science lessons
producing a film of an experiment. The
calibre of films produced was very high with
students demonstrating their outstanding
scientific abilities. Jaena Velten and Justin
Lau Jie Zhi teamed up to produce a film of
their experiment on the decomposition of
hydrogen peroxide. The judges at COBIS were
extremely positive in their review of the film
and were very pleased to award Jaena and
Justin 3rd place in the KS3 category, out of the
22 films entered from around the world.

Ju Sein
Ju Sein is not only determined to do well
academically but is also a highly skilled and
competent sports woman who has competed
in swimming competitions and captained the
school netball and football teams as well as
receiving internal and external awards for her
achievements. She has attended leadership
training sessions, been house captain and
an active member of the humanitarian
committee. As a house leader she has
organised house events and sporting teams
as well as running schoolwide activities. She
does all of this whilst maintaining A* grades
for effort and attainment in her four A level
subjects.
Rei Onishi
Rei has been a tremendous part of the
POWIIS community. She has made significant
contributions through her work with the

humanitarian committee, the ball committee
and her time as house captain. She played a
key role in organising the stunning school ball
that any professional would have been proud
of. She is an excellent role model to younger
students and encourages them to take part
in school wide events by leading by example.
Christopher Lim Xian Da
Christopher has become a pillar of the
POWIIS community in so many ways. He is
a supportive mentor to those around him
in boarding and helps inspire students to
amazing achievements in their GCSEs. He has
been an outstanding mentor to a current year
11 student. He also uses his own creative eye
to produce some exceptional promotional
campaigns for the ball, school productions,
the FOBISIA drama festival and many others.
Within the creative subjects he has produced
some exceptional work including an excellent
A level portfolio for Design Technology and
the school would have been lost without his
talents.
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POWIIS Open Day

A Level Drama and Theatre Studies
Mrs April Boyd

A Level Drama and Theatre Studies students
performed their practical mock exam using
Accidental Death of an Anarchist by Dario
Fo, a set text for practical exploration where
the students must consider how theatrical
ideas might be realised in performance and
communicated to an audience. What better
way to do this than to actually perform to an
audience?
The traverse style seating arrangement was
an intimate affair for the performance held
in the drama studio. Performing at this level,

exploring proxemics with the audience was
not easy. However, the students demonstrated
a variety of skills: physicality and vocalisation
of character, use of staging, levels, entrances
and exits, visual and non-verbal forms
of communication, realisation of design
elements, relationships between performer
and audience, mood and atmosphere and
interpretation of stage directions.
The farce and satirical play included Hannah
Lee who performed as Pissani, (Pip) Khanadh
Dusadeevijai as Constable; Pei Hong Chew as

Superindendent, Vishal Chopra as Bertozzo,
Jaslyn Chia as Feletti and Drew Wong as The
Maniac. The drama students really enjoyed
the rehearsal and developmental process and
the realisation of the application of knowledge
and understanding which they demonstrated
in their performance.
General feedback from the audience was
the enjoyment of being in an intimate space,
the hilarity of the satirical farce and that the
performers were committed to their roles and
played their characters well.
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A Level Art
Display
Mrs Farida Khan-Evans

The A level Art moderation is now complete
and artwork will be on display for viewing by
students and staff at break and lunchtimes,
from Thursday 30th May - Thursday 6th June.
This is a wonderful opportunity for the school
community to share and enjoy the amazing
talents and skills of this year’s A level art
group. A heads-up too, for those students
interested in taking art or textiles for A level
in the future.
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Futures Week
Mrs Adele Roberts

During the week beginning 17th June, all year
12 students will be involved in Futures Week.
This is an exciting opportunity to spend some
valuable time considering their options for
next year. It was run last year, and we hope it
will successful once again.
Over the course of the five days, Year 12
students will look at opportunities available
to them next year and what they could do

with their future. We will be based at school
for most of the week and it will include a
leadership session, a maths programme with
Warrior Fitness and two visits to George
Town and a rubber factory.
Please note that if your son/daughter has
a maths exam then they miss that day’s
activities.

AM
Monday
17th June
Tuesday
18th June

Wednesday
19th June

Thursday
20th June
Friday
21st June

PM

Uni Prep Day

Uni Prep

Team Building &
Leadership sessions

Healthy Eating Cooking
planning session

Balik Pulau Vegetable
Market Trip

Healthy Eating Cooking
Session

Georgetown Visit

Rubber Factory Visit

Rubber Factory Visit

Mr Victor Kam Soo Teck

Notes:

Maths Exam
Students are
excused

Warrior Fitness Self
Defence Session
Georgetown Visit

Original
Music
Compositions
Are Published

Maths Exam
Students are
excused

The Music Department is proud to announce
that Joshua Lau (Year 10), Moe Maeno (Year 12)
and two alumni Gabriel de Leon and Vince de
Leon had their original piano works published
by Rhythm Publication recently. These original
compositions are based on their impressions of
art works by local artist, Jasmine Ng. Well done
to them.

Pleasantly Exhausted - Year 9 Hiking Trip
To Cameron Highlands
Mr Stephan Doege, DofE IA Bronze Award Leader
Every year, the highlight of the Duke of
Edinburgh’s International Award programme
takes our Year 9 students to Cameron
Highlands for their Qualifying Adventurous
Journey. There, they are confronted with
a physical and mental challenge, of hiking
a significant distance and camping with
minimal amenities. Being out of their comfort
zones usually takes a toll on morale and we
experience those difficulties every year. But
this year, I was pleasantly surprised by how
willing to improve and to succeed all the
participants were. They have all shown an
extraordinary effort and everyone has been
contributing to a memorable and positive
experience. They can be rightfully proud of
their achievements - I certainly am. A special
thank you to our accompanying staff: Mrs
Meillia Kee, Ms Virginie Galy, Mr Lim Lai Hock
and Mr Sam Hodge.
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POWIIS Speech Day

Kangaroo Maths Problems
Mr Martin Clarke

William Downing from year 7 was the first
student to submit the correct response
with a method. He showed using trial and
improvement that A and C were 2 and 9
respectively, subsequently making the
value of B answer [A] 0 with a sum solution
of 1111. For those interested, a very
detailed explanation can be found on the

Mathematics Department notice board
courtesy of Mr Lim Lai Hock. Too detailed
for this post.....
The following puzzle was put up around the
school earlier last week and has already
yielded some interesting debate.

Answer and solution as always to maths@
powiis.edu.my. Please do remember to
include your name!

Round 1
Of The
Undisputed
House
Debating
Competition
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Meet Our New Prefect Team
POWIIS introduces our school leaders for
2019-2020. Left to right, Pei Hong Chew, Drew
Wong Meng Shi, Nicholas Suresh (Head Boy),
Hannah Rose Lee (Head Girl), Long-Lee Chen
(Head Boarder) and Wayne Yee Lau.
Their first initiative is to work on making the
school more eco-friendly.
We look forward to another great year!

Leo Club Environmental Initiative
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Important Dates for June & July

Click here for full
school calendar

3rd May - 20th June

IGCSE and A Levels Examinations

1st June

Open Day

1st June

Year 10 Parents’ Reception

4th June

Year 7 Induction Day Programme

5th - 6th June

Hari Raya Puasa

14th June

Entrance Assessment Day

17th - 21st June

Internal Examinations Week

17th - 21st June

Year 12 ‘Future’s Week’

24th June

Year 9 Habitat Penang Hill Trip

24th June

Tech Dome Year 12 FM Trip

24th June

Boarders’ Dinner

25th - 29th June

DofE Silver Qualification

27th June

Junior Netball VS Tenby at Tenby School

30th June - 10th July

DofE Gold Practice and Qualification

5th July

Entrance Assessment Day

5th July

Speech Day

6th July

EuroAsia Strings & Piano Festival

8th July

Georgetown World Heritage City Day Replacement
Holiday

8th July

DofE Gold Practice and Qualification

13th July - 2nd September

Summer Holidays

Entrance assessments are still possible by special arrangement and subject to available spaces. Please mention to friends and contacts who
may wish to be included. Contact Michelle Goh at admissions@powiis.edu.my

Watch for future Pulse editions!

